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Margaret Baguio
"The work that we did on our internships is related to the work that I’d like to be doing the rest of my life. And it really solidified my confidence in the fact that this is what I’d like to do when I grow up."

– Phoebe Wall, 2017 SEES Intern

"SEES really opened my eyes to sort of aerospace engineering and planetary science which is something that I really hadn’t had exposure to."

– Sebastian Perez-Lopez, 2017 SEES Intern

"It’s one thing to have a question and Google it. But it’s another thing to have a question about Mars and have someone who actually studies Mars for a living answer."

– Paulina Umansky, 2017 SEES Intern

“I will never be able to thank everyone who made this possible with words because from this moment on, my future has been rewritten. And I’m just very thankful."

– Sonia Dosanjh, 2017 SEES Intern
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